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To the Reader: 
 
 
Welcome to the 6th Edition of The Grassroots Journal!  
 
Whether this is your first time stumbling across this journal or whether you are 
already an avid follower, you will find food for thought here. This journal 
provides an interdisciplinary forum for research and reflection on global 
development issues, as well as on recent innovations in development policy and 
practice. 
 
It has been two years since I first became a part of Grassroots, and it has been a 
great pleasure to showcase talents of our writers and see the journal grow. This 
year, I am excited to inform our readers that the journal has expanded to include 
creative as well as academic submissions. I would like to thank the assistant 
editor and all the writers featured in this journal for bringing this issue to life. 
 
This issue features articles on refugees, gender and development, and 
indigenous rights, as well as creative pieces on mental illness and the potential 
pitfalls of voluntourism. Each piece grapples with issues that are relevant in 
today’s day and age, and it is my hope that these pieces will help promote 
dialogue, foster greater awareness of pressing development concerns, and 
encourage critical thinking.  
 
I leave you with a timeless quote from my childhood: “Words are, in my not-so-
humble opinion, our most inexhaustible source of magic” – Albus Percival 
Wulfric Brian Dumbledore. 
 
 
Happy reading! 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Priya Nair 
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Introduction   
The Republic of Kenya is famous (and 
infamous) for Dadaab, the world’s 
largest refugee camp. The United 
Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) run Dadaab camp, 
situated on the Kenya-Somalia border, is 
often referred to in discourse regarding 
refugee camps and populations, but focus 
on the large camp has eclipsed attention 
to Kenya’s urban refugees and the unique 
challenges that they face. Despite the 
country’s assertions of de facto 
encampment policy, the refugees 
residing in Kenya have proven to be 
highly mobile, making significant 
movements out of remote refugee camps 
such as Dadaab and into Nairobi and 
other urban centers, a phenomenon that 
highlights the reality that the traditional 
image of life in tented, sprawling camps 
no longer tells the full refugee story 
(Pavanello, Elhawary & Pantuliano 
2010, 10). For many years Kenya’s urban 

refugees received little to no official 
support, so in 2006 when the country 
legislated its first national policy on 
refugees, and in 2009 when the UNHCR 
launched its pioneering Policy on 
Refugee Protection and Solutions in 
Urban Areas, it seemed as if the urban 
refugee population would finally be 
officially recognized and that the 
challenges they faced would be 
addressed and corrected… this has 
disappointingly not been the case. 
Discrimination against Kenya’s urban 
refugees in recent years seems to be 
increasing rather than reversing, and 
most of this discrimination is in fact 
perpetuated through systematic 
oppression by the Kenyan authorities. 
Why is there still a lack of effective  
mitigation against the discrimination of 
this refugee population despite the 
national and UNHCR recognition of 
their presence and situation? The answer 
is complex, but it is ultimately rooted in 
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the issue of Kenya’s ambiguous national 
refugee policy regarding the legal status 
of refugees not residing in camps and its 
de facto encampment policy. The 
following will therefore be an 
investigation of this issue of clarity in 
Kenya’s national refugee policy and the 
historical context and contemporary 
contributors that exacerbate this policy 
problem, as well as a discussion of 
concrete suggestions for policy changes 
that could address the challenges faced 
by Kenya’s urban refugees.  
 

I. The History of Refugees and 
Refugee Policy in Kenya  
 

Kenya’s history with refugee policy can 
be traced back to 1951 when the then 
Colony of British Kenya became 
signatory to the United Nations Refugee 
Convention (UNRC) produced in the 
same year (UNHCR 2011). Following 
independence in 1963, the sovereign 
Republic of Kenya became signatory to 
the 1967 protocol of the UNRC, and soon 
after in 1969 Kenya also signed the 
Organization of African Unity Refugee 
Convention (OAURC) (UNHCR 2011). 
Other than these international 
conventions, Kenya did not have any 
official domestic policies on refugees for 
decades:  
Kenya was until 2010 governed by the 
1962 Constitution which relied heavily 
on English common law with no specific 
references to refugees until the 
Miscellaneous Amendment Act No. 6 of 
1972 which consequently amended the 
Immigration Act and introduced refugee 

protection and refugees as a category of 
permits an alien could obtain. In the 
absence of specific law dealing with 
refugees, the immigration laws as 
contained in the Immigration Act, 
Chapter 179 of the Laws of Kenya, were 
applied to refugees even though they 
were intended to regulate entry into 
Kenya of persons who voluntarily come 
from other countries for some specific 
purpose. The Government of Kenya 
finally enacted the Refugee Act in 2006; 
however, since early 1990s the country 
has been employing a de facto 
encampment policy which requires all 
refugees to reside in camps located in the 
remote semi-arid northern part of the 
country. (Nyambane 2013, 1)  
 

Despite the country’s relatively late 
introduction of formal national refugee 
legislation, Kenya has had a long history 
of hosting refugees from neighboring 
countries. For instance, in the 1970s the 
country received a number of refugees 
from neighboring Uganda who were 
fleeing the notorious Idi Amin regime. 
This group of refugees was not 
significantly high in number and 
consisted mostly of teachers and other 
educated individuals whose skills and 
cultural affinities allowed them to settle 
successfully into Kenya (UNHCR 2011).  
Prior to the 1990s, the inflow of refugees 
and asylum seekers into Kenya was 
initially low in scale as well as relatively 
flexible in regards to locations for 
resettlement, that is, refugees were 
generally allowed to settle into any part 
of the country since there weren’t any 
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established official refugee camps at the 
time (Nyambane 2013, 1). The 
government’s Eligibility Committee was 
in charge of carrying Refugee Status 
Determination (RSD) and the Kenyan 
authorities also ran the Thika Reception 
Centre which acted as a refugee 
reception site 40km from Nairobi 
(UNHCR 2011, 4). The government 
experienced minimal pressures from 
refugees inflows until the late 1980s and 
early 1990s when the influx of refugees 
and asylum seekers from the horn of 
Africa began, of which the Somali 
refugee population was the most 
significant and would in subsequent 
years account for over eighty-percent of 
the refugees in Kenya (UNHCR 2011, 5).  
By the early 1990s, as a combined result 
of the collapse of the State of Somalia, 
the Second Sudanese Civil War, and the 
famine in Ethiopia, the inflow of 
refugees and asylum seekers into Kenya 
grew exponentially and quickly changed 
the political landscape for refugees in the 
country (Montclos & Kagwanja 2000, 
206). The vast and rapidly growing 
refugee influxes proved to be too 
strenuous for the then case-by-case 
refugee status determination basis, and 
the government therefore switched to 
granting prima facie1 refugee status 
(Nyambane 2013, 4). This too became 
unmanageably hectic for the Kenyan 
authorities and thus in 1991 the Kenyan 
government decided to allow the 
UNHCR to take full charge of RSD 

                                                                                                      
1 Latin expression meaning on its first encounter or at first 
sight. The literal translation would be "at first face" or "at first 

(UNHCR 2011, 5). Not only was the 
UNHCR now responsible for RSD, it 
also started to increasingly assume the 
predominant role in providing refugees 
in Kenya with protection since  the 
contribution of the Kenyan authorities 
was subsequently diminished. The 
UNHCR assumed the attributes of a 
‘surrogate state’ responsible for 
administering large numbers of people, a 
significant amount of territory, a very 
substantial budget and a wide range of 
services (Slaughter & Crisp 2009, 34).  
The most significant development of the 
UNHCR ‘surrogate state’ was that it 
began to set up refugee camps in the 
border areas of Kenya such as Dadaab 
Refugee Camp which was constructed in 
1991 in North East Kenya, and the 
Kakuma Camp constructed in 1992 in 
North West Kenya (UNHCR 2011, 6). 
Somali refugees were mainly placed in 
Dadaab and refugees from Sudan and 
Ethiopia were accommodated primarily 
in Kakuma. At the time, it was 
anticipated that these new refugee 
situations would be temporary, and that 
most of the refugee population would be 
able to return to their countries of origin 
(Nyambane 2013, 4). For both the 
Kenyan authorities and the UNHCR it 
therefore seemed that the camps were the 
best option for facilitating the eventual 
repatriation of refugees, protecting 
Kenya’s national security interest and 
providing resources to these groups and 
communities (UNHCR 2011, 6). Based 

appearance", from the feminine form of primus ("first") and 
facies ("face"), both in the ablative case. 
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on this notion, from the initial decades 
since Kenya begun receiving refugees, a 
de facto encampment policy was the 
working policy in Kenya.  
 

Despite the rapidly growing population 
of refugees in the country, Kenya did not 
have any official policy legislation for 
refugees for many years, attracting heavy 
criticism and mounting pressures from 
NGO communities and the UNHCR to 
take legal recognition and responsibility 
for its refugees. The government 
responded by finally enacting its first 
refugee legislation, the 2006 Refugee 
Act, which came into force on 15th May 
2007 (Nyambane 2013, 1). The Refugee 
Act ultimately paved the way for the 
establishment of the government’s 
Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA), 
which since 2011 has been coordinating 
RSD with the UNHCR in the ongoing 
transitional process to ultimately return 
all RSD responsibilities to the Kenyan 
authorities (UNHCR 2011, 6). 
Disappointingly, the Refugee Act 
nonetheless contains problematic 
elements which have perpetuated  the 
discrimination and systematic 
oppression of the country’s refugees, 
particularly the urban refugees.  
 

II. Encampment Policy vs. 
Urbanization of Refugees  
Disturbingly, Kenyan Authorities have 
repeatedly proven to be adamant in their 
wishes to preserve the country’s 
                                                                                                      
2 Even after 2006 Kenyan legislation (the Refugee act and 
Alien’s Restriction Act) made it a punishable offence for 
refugees to be found outside of these specifically “designated 
areas”, such areas have never been specifically demarcated or 

generally practiced de facto encampment 
approach (UNHCR 2011), and, despite 
its unlawfulness, the ambiguities in the 
2006 Refugees Act problematically 
provide for justifications in favor of 
encampment. Consider for instance the 
following report by the Human Rights 
watch:  
The 2006 Refugees Act requires the 
authorities to formally designate all 
refugee camps and although the Act does 
not state that camps are the only place in 
Kenya where refugees may live, the 
authorities use a number of disincentives 
-including unlawfully restricting their 
freedom of movement- to limit the 
number of refugees choosing to live and 
move outside of camps [subsequently 
rendering the status of urban refugees 
perpetually precarious, leaving them 
vulnerable to discrimination and 
systematic oppression]. (Human Rights 
Watch 2013)  
 

Since the Act allows state designation of 
areas in which refugees ‘may’ reside - (a) 
transit centres and (b) refugee camps 
(Refugee Consortium of Kenya 2007) -  
but does not clearly specify whether 
refugees are required to reside in these 
designated areas2, the Kenyan authorities 
have repeatedly exploited this ambiguity 
by asserting that refugees are indeed 
required to reside in camps (Urban 
Refugees 2014). Furthermore, according 
to the Refugee Act, refugees are not 

gazetted. And regardless, encampment policy is a direct 
violation of the Right to Freedom of Movement (UNHCR 
2011)  
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permitted to travel outside  the camps 
unless they obtain a “movement pass” 
(known colloquially as a “travel 
document”), which is required to be co-
signed by the DRA and the UNHCR 
(Refugee Consortium of Kenya 2007). In 
order to obtain a movement pass, 
refugees residing in camps must 
convince DRA and UNHCR officials 
that they have to leave the camp due to 
one or more of the following reasons: 
urgent health issues that cannot be 
treated in the camps; further education; 
death of relative elsewhere in Kenya; 
tracing family members; embassy visits 
[for example for resettlement outside 
Kenya]; purchase of stock for camp-
based trading; or security threats in the 
camps (Human Rights Watch 2013). 
These criteria have been developed on an 
ad hoc basis over time, are not prescribed 
by law or regulation and are not available 
in written form, thus, they are often 
easily altered to be more stringent or 
negotiable through the extortion of 
bribes. This makes it inevitable that a 
large number of refugees looking to 
move to Nairobi and other urban centres 
end up pursuing the alternative of 
purchasing forged movement passes and 
identification papers. In addition, many 
of the refugees who travel directly to 
Nairobi, without passing through the 
UNHCR camps, face the prospect of 
arrest, detention, and unlawful 
deportation because of the lack of the 
aforementioned documentation (Human 
Rights Watch 2013). This renders them 
vulnerable to exploitation by corrupt 

officials - consider for instance the 
highly publicized scandal that erupted in 
2001 involving, amongst others, the 
corruption of UNHCR staff in Nairobi 
accepting bribes to resettle refugees in 
the city (UNHCR 2011).  
 

III. The Discrimination and 
Systematic Oppression against Urban 
Refugees  
For the refugees who manage to move to 
and live in Nairobi, as well as for the 
generations of Kenyan born ethnic 
Somalis, there exists the constant 
prospect of zenophobic discrimination 
and systematic oppression by Kenyan 
police and authorities. Ethnic profiling is 
a daily reality for many of Kenya’s urban 
refugees. They are frequently stopped by 
the police, and if they are found not have 
a movement pass or other demanded 
documentation, they are liable to arrest 
and a fine;if they are found to be in 
possession of forged documents, they are 
liable to deportation [Section 11(3), 2006 
Refugees Act] (Refugee Consortium of 
Kenya 2007). Beyond these legally 
legitimate grounds, several Kenyan 
refugees are often subject to regular 
harassment and extortion by the Kenyan 
police force demanding bribes for any 
fabricated reason. Many others have also 
reported that their communities have 
been victims of verbal, physical, and 
sexual abuse at the hands of the police 
(Lindley 2011, 14). Accounts of Somali 
and Ethiopian refugees living in 
Eastleigh, a Nairobi neighborhood 
predominantly inhabited by refugees, 
confirm that urban refugees are often 
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stopped by police on a daily basis and 
threatened by detention, regardless of 
whether they have appropriate 
documentation or not:  
 According to the refugees interviewed in 
Eastleigh, patrols and searches are 
deliberately arranged to maximize bribe-
taking. For example, men are mostly 
targeted during the day, while women 
are usually targeted at night because 
police officers know that families and 
communities fear the possibility of sexual 
abuse and are willing to pay substantial 
amounts of cash to release a woman… 
There were also allegations of officers 
stealing valuables such as jewelry and 
mobile phones, and respondents of both 
sexes reported violence during identity 
checks and arrests including physical, 
verbal and sexual abuse… The refugees 
do not report police abuses because they 
do not know how, and they are afraid 
doing so would further jeopardize their 
precarious legal status. (Pavanello, 
Elhawry & Pantuliano 2010, 18).  
 

Additionally, while analyses have shown 
that urban refugees and poor Kenyans 
often share many of the same problems, 
such as precarious living conditions in 
overcrowded slums and poor access to 
inadequate health and education 
services, the urban refugees do face 
particular unique disadvantages: urban 
refugees often pay higher rents than 
Kenyans, are charged more for public 
health services and some schools request 
and ‘admission fee’ before admitting 
refugee children despite the fact that 
public primary education is meant to be 

free for to all (Pavanello, Elhawry & 
Pantuliano 2010, 11). Moreover, 
negative developments in some of the 
political relationships between Kenya 
and the refugees’ countries of origin have 
also exacerbated the already extreme 
rates of discrimination and systematic 
oppression refugees face. Consider for 
instance how issues faced by the Somali 
refugee population have recently been 
profoundly worsened as a result of 
national reactions and attitudes regarding 
the ongoing Al-Shabaab insurgency in 
Somalia and particularly by the Al-
Shabaab terrorist attacks on Kenya. As 
soon as ‘Operation Linda Nchi,’  
Kenya’s military intervention in war-torn 
Somalia, began in 2011, Al-Shabaab 
vowed retaliation against the Kenyan 
authorities (Lochery 2012, 615).The 
terrorist group has since carried out a 
series of terrorist attacks in Kenya to 
date. A by-product of these affairs have 
been the heightening xenophobic 
attitudes and actions against Kenya’s 
Somali population, and especially 
Somali refugees in Nairobi. For example, 
between mid-November 2012 and late 
January 2013, Kenyan police in Nairobi 
tortured, raped, and otherwise abused 
and arbitrarily detained at least 1,000 
refugees residing in Nairobi’s Eastleigh 
neighborhood following one of Al-
Shabaab’s earlier attacks (Human Rights 
Watch 2013). Consider the following 
jarring excerpt from the testament of a 
thirty-four year old Somali refugee 
woman living with her four children in 
Eastleigh since 2008:  
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I was walking home on 4th Street when 
three RP [Regular Police] officers—one 
woman and two men—stopped me. I 
showed them my refugee documents and 
they just attacked me. The woman 
grabbed my breasts and shoulders and 
tried to lift my veil and then pushed me 
into a ditch by the roadside. Then all 
three hit and kicked me and tore at my 
clothes. The woman was shouting ‘you 
are a prostitute’ and ‘you Somalis are all 
Al-Shabaab and terrorists.’ Then they 
put me in their car and we drove off. It 
was dark so I did not know where we 
were. When we stopped, the woman and 
one of the men got out of the car and left 
me in the car with the other man who hit 
my legs with his truncheon and slapped 
me. Then he raped me. When he finished 
he got out of the car and the other man 
got in and raped me. When it was over, 
they drove me for some time and then 
shouted at me to get out of the car. Then 
they just drove away. (Human Rights 
Watch 2013).  
 

Following more recent Al-Shabaab 
attacks in Kenya, Somali urban refugees 
are living in ever increasing vulnerability 
to targeted reactionary violence by 
Kenyan police and even ordinary 
Kenyan citizens. Some senior members 
of the Kenyan authorities have also 
expressed their reluctance to continue to 
host Somali refugees in the country: 
“following this year’s Al-Shabaab attack 
on a Kenyan University that left one 
hundred and forty seven dead, Kenya’s 
Vice President issued a statement 
demanding the UNHCR had three 

months to close Dadaab and make 
alternative arrangements for its Somali 
residents, otherwise, Kenya would 
“relocate them ourselves”, he said (BBC 
2015).  In response to the most recent Al-
Shabaab attack, Kenya has indefinitely 
suspended the licenses of approximately 
thirteen Somali remittance firms and 
frozen dozens of bank accounts 
belonging to Somalis in the country, a 
process which is likely to hit the Somali 
refugees residing in Nairobi the hardest, 
seeing as they significantly depend on 
remittances from abroad (Reuters 2015).  
 

Any Hope in Sight? Reflections and 
Recommendations For policy Changes 
Addressing the Challenges faced by 
Kenya’s Urban Refugees  
As this paper has so far explored, the 
vulnerable communities of urban 
refugees are deplorably subject to 
xenophobia, discrimination and 
systematic oppression as a consequence 
of Kenya’s ambiguous national refugee 
policy. For many of the refugees and 
asylum seekers who manage to enter and 
settle in Kenya, they are increasingly 
likely to only receive a type of 
“preudoasylum,” that is their physical 
security, dignity and material safety are 
not guaranteed (Khoti 2002, 12). 
Regardless, the following are some 
suggestions for policy changes that could 
address the challenges faced by refugees 
residing in Kenya in general, and urban 
refugees in particular.  
Firstly, the government of Kenya must 
address, in line with its obligations under 
refugee law, the current confusion 
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regarding the legal status of urban 
refugees living outside of the camps, 
which exacerbates their vulnerability and 
provides opprtunities for abuse. The 
ongoing development of a national 
policy by the Kenyan Department of 
Refugee Affairs (DRA) also provides a 
strong opportunity to enhance the 
existing protection environment and 
should clarify the current de facto 
encampment policy (Pavanello, Elhawry 
& Pantuliano 2010, 9). An anticipated 
challenge to this solution is that the DRA 
may not have the institutional capacity 
and know-how to effectively  carry out 
this policy change. In order to mitigate 
this, the UNHCR should work with the 
government towards amending the 2006 
Refugee Act and towards improving the 
Refugee Status Determination systems of 
the country towards this end. The 
UNHCR’s 2009 Policy on Urban 
Refugees also provides a strong starting 
point for dialogue and consultation on 
the subject (Pavanello, Elhawry & 
Pantuliano 2010, 33).  
 

Secondly, the issue of police harassment 
has emerged as the most critical 
protection issues facing urban refugees 
in Kenya, therefore, the government 
should accordingly take steps to ensure 
that the Kenyan police do not continue to 
perpetuate violence and harassment 
against urban refugees and get away with 
impunity. All support must be given to 
ongoing reforms known as Agenda 4, in 
particular to the section that addresses 
the need for systematic reform of the 
police (Pavanello, Elhawry & Pantuliano 

2010, 8). All security officers suspected 
and reported for refugee harassment 
should face immediate suspension and 
face trial in the Kenyan courts. 
Unfortunately, given the fact that the 
country’s most corrupt official body is its 
national police force (Human Rights 
Watch 2013), Kenya may be facing a 
truly monumental task in trying to 
successfully undertake this suggestion. 
Nevertheless, the government should 
pursue it as well as work together with 
humanitarian and development 
organizations to use innovative strategies 
to bring together urban refugees and 
surrounding communities of Kenyans to 
increase dialogue and cultural 
exchanges, hopefully  leading to greater 
mutual understanding and respect 
(Pavanello, Elhawry & Pantuliano 2010, 
9).  
 

Both of the aforementioned suggestions 
would bring about significant alleviation 
to the current situation of Kenya’s urban 
refugees as well as its general refugee 
population. The first suggestion is the 
most substantial given the fact that 
addressing the current ambiguity 
regarding refugee legal status outside of 
camps would put an end to Kenya’s de 
facto encampment law and provide a 
space for the effective enactment of all 
subsequent suggestions for policy 
changes and improvements.  
 
As political tensions, natural disasters, 
and numerous other causes continue to 
drive people into neighbouring countries, 
the Republic of Kenya needs to make 
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concerted efforts at accommodating, 
rather than further exacerbating, the 
vulnerable state of these incoming 
refugees. This paper has been an 
exploration of the situation of Kenya’s 
urban refugees and an investigation of 
possible changes that can be made to 
alleviate their situation. As the 
contemporary Syrian refugee crisis 
continues garnering momentum in 
international news, it is my hope that us 
Kenyans may also be propelled to ponder 
on our own refugee situation and 
consider how we can address it as 
comprehensibly as possible.    
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Both men and women are physically 
vulnerable to the impacts of disaster, but 
structural inequality creates a distinct 
gendered difference in the social, 
cultural, and economic effects of 
disaster. Women are more likely to be 
burdened with chronic poverty and long 
term displacement and loss of social 
power than men. Moreover, women are 
more likely to be disadvantaged in the 
implementation of post-disaster 
reconstruction and development 
programmes which may continue to 
exacerbate existing unequal power 
relations. Post-disaster periods can be 
exceptionally dangerous times for 
women and children in highly patriarchal 
societies but they can also be pivotal 
moments in the changing of gender roles 
and structural power relations. 
 

This paper will examine a range of 
studies and reports regarding the 
relationship between gender and 

participatory development in post-
disaster reconstruction in the developing 
world. While in theory both men and 
women are primary stakeholders in 
development and reconstruction efforts, 
in practice the role of women as 
stakeholders is constrained by traditional 
socio-cultural roles and power 
relationships. While women are arguably 
more vulnerable in instances of disaster, 
they are prevented from taking on 
stakeholder roles. Women are thus 
unable to be actively involved in 
participatory development programmes, 
which are ironically in place to reach 
these women. This analytical paper will 
demonstrate the need for gender 
mainstreaming to combat the discounting 
of the role of men in gender issues and 
will stress the need for mindful 
participatory approaches to gender-
sensitive reconstruction and 
development efforts.  
 

 

Mainstreaming Gender in Post-Disaster Reconstruction 
and Development 

 
 

 

By Alexandria Petit-Thorne 
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Gender and Disaster 
 

Disaster occurs when individuals or 
groups are vulnerable to the impact of 
natural or man-made hazards and they 
are unable to cope, resist, or recover from 
the impact of this event (Bradshaw, 
2014). While no two developing nations 
are the same, as a generalization, in 
highly patriarchal societies women may 
be more vulnerable to these hazards than 
men due to unequal gendered power 
relations. In the aftermath of disaster, 
women are again more vulnerable to 
secondary impacts, including the rise in 
physical and sexual violence and abuse 
that is associated with social trauma, 
high unemployment, and the lack of 
ability for surviving men to fulfill 
masculine gender expectations 
(Bradshaw, 2014). The clearly gendered 
effects of disaster have resulted in the 
“gendering” of disaster, or, a move 
towards women becoming the primary 
stakeholders in reconstruction. 
 

Gendering disaster is overtly directed 
towards the incorporation of women into 
gender initiatives, targeting them as 
virtuous victims (Bradshaw, 2014). In 
terms of development movements, it is 
much more akin to the Women in 
Development (WID) movement, which 
focuses on women’s issues in isolation, 
than Gender and Development (GAD), 
which focuses of gender relations as a 
whole. Gendering is limited in its 
women-centric approach to gender 
issues, which has largely prevented its 
entering into central debates regarding 
the place of women in reconstruction 
efforts (Bradshaw, 2014). When 
examining the trend of gendering 
disasters and aid, it is worth noting that 
targeting women in aid should not be 
read in itself as addressing women’s 

vulnerabilities and poverty – targeting 
women’s vulnerabilities would require 
comprehensive long-term targeting of 
root causes of large scale gender issues. 
It is also important to differentiate that a 
gendered response to disaster and 
development is not necessarily 
synonymous with improving the position 
and lives of women, but rather as 
addressing the different needs of both 
genders in the short-term via gendered 
needs assessments (Bradshaw, 2014).  
Aid and disaster response is focused on 
responding to a practical, assessed need 
in the short-term, not addressing 
structural issues in gender relations – this 
is a realm in which long term 
development projects may be able to play 
a role. 
 

Reconstruction efforts largely do not 
address the root causes of women’s 
vulnerabilities, but rather respond to the 
present outcomes of their vulnerabilities. 
Including women and girls in disaster 
response may reduce the gendered 
overall risks associated with disaster on 
an immediate level, but unless disaster 
risk education and response activities 
specifically address structural inequality 
and gendered power relations, there will 
not be any overall change in the 
vulnerability or social position of women 
(Bradshaw, 2014). While there are 
limitations on the structural reach of 
reconstruction efforts, it can be argued 
that the aftermath of disaster can produce 
large scale changes in social relations of 
power and of gender roles – an example 
being the new social, economic, and 
political roles of Rwandan women 
following the 1994 genocide. Given the 
potential for local change in the wake of 
disaster, it is possible that the 
international aid and development 
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communities that react to these crises can 
adjust their programmes so that they are 
more gender aware, which may enable 
the empowerment of the affected 
communities to address their own 
structural issues.  
 

In order to create gender aware 
programmes, we must take the 
differences in the way each gender 
experiences disaster into account in 
recovery and development initiatives, 
which will be reflected in projects that 
address specifically articulated needs and 
interests of both women and men 
(UNDP, 2010). In the “Guide to Gender-
Aware Post-Disaster Needs Assessment” 
the UNDP recommends creating a 
gender-aware needs assessment to meet 
these differing needs in post-disaster 
situations. Gender-aware assessments 
are guided by equity in approach and 
service provision, a participatory 
approach, relevant service provision, 
adequate service provision, and efficient 
service provision (UNDP, 2010; 4).  
 

The key elements identified for such an 
approach include NGOs having gender 
specialists, ideally from the affected 
country, and an assessment team 
consisting of both men and women who 
are experienced in working with women 
and girls (UNDP, 2010). Following these 
recommendations places constraints on 
local and international NGOs to 
incorporate locals and internationals of 
both genders and equalize their power 
ratios. Given the limited resources and 
personnel of the majority of NGOs, it is 
unlikely that organizations outside of the 
United Nations apparatus would be 
equipped to adjust to these 
recommendations. Furthermore, the 
UNDP recommends that both men and 
women from the affected population be 

consulted as part of the participatory 
approach, both together and in sex-
segregated groups. They also call for the 
consultation of federal ministries and 
working groups on gender issues 
(UNPD, 2010). This continues to stretch 
the limited resources of many NGOs as it 
requires a certain amount of social 
capital and connections to initiate these 
networks of inclusion. Finally, the 
UNDP calls for at least one member of 
the assessment team to have the skills 
and knowledge required to conduct a 
gender-sensitive analysis of pre and post-
disaster data to be used in recovery 
planning (UNDP, 2010) – the nature of 
these required skills never being 
identified. While these guidelines for 
gender-based needs assessments are 
themselves attuned to the needs of post-
disaster societies, they are largely 
unattainable goals for small or local 
grassroots organizations (who are vital in 
the process of post disaster 
reconstruction) and equally difficult 
goals for international NGOs who find 
themselves limited financially or 
elsewise. There is a desperate need for a 
more attainable, less capital and resource 
intensive guide to gendered needs 
assessments that can be easily followed 
by the local organizations who are most 
active and vital in working directly with 
gender and development issues.   
 

There needs to be a focus on creating 
short-term aid and long-term 
development programmes that are 
targeted at empowering the affected 
communities. Empowerment, in the 
developmental setting, is viewed as 
taking actions that selectively empower 
those with little power to redress their 
own power inequality (Thurairajah and 
Baldry, 2014). It is worth noting here that 
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structural change needs to come from the 
affected communities and thus 
empowerment ought to be focused on 
self-actualisation and enablement. By 
means of this approach, local 
communities can address their gender 
issues on their own terms. It is important 
here for the role of relief and 
development to be enabling and 
empowering rather than guiding or 
controlling, taking on a do-no-harm 
mentality.  
 

The United Kingdom Department for 
International Development (DFID) 
identified the factors that influence the 
empowerment of women as: local lack of 
commitment to improving opportunities 
for women, lack of income for women, 
limited access to services and 
opportunities for human development, 
lack of a voice for women in political life 
and decision making, and the social 
subordination and/or exclusion of 
women (Thurairajah and Baldry, 2014). 
To address these issues, in their 2014 
research, Thurairajah and Baldry suggest 
that the following factors must be 
addressed in efforts to empower women: 
●   Developing a sense of self-worth, a 

belief in one’s ability to secure 
desired changes and the right to 
control one’s life on an individual 
level  

●   Gaining the ability to generate 
choices and exercise bargaining 
power 

●   Developing the ability to organise 
and influence the direction of social 
change to create a more just social 
and economic order 

 

Reflecting on the practices of 
development and aid workers, they also 
suggest that we acquire knowledge and 
understanding of gender relations on the 

local level and understand the ways in 
which these relations may change 
(Thurairajah and Baldry, 2014). 
 

One of the sustainable means for disaster 
victims to overcome their condition is 
through an adjustment process in which 
they can regain control over their lives 
through fulfilling their basic human 
development needs. When designing aid 
or development programmes to rebuild 
affected communities it is crucial that 
these programmes not only allow 
survivors to fulfill their basic human 
needs, but that they do so in a way that 
broadens the social conceptualisation of 
women beyond the roles of mothers, 
wives, and daughters (Thurairajah and 
Baldry, 2014). This can enable physical, 
social, political, and environmental 
development opportunities for women; 
however, the affected community must 
take ownership of the 
reconceptualization of gender roles 
rather than having a new construction of 
social identity thrust upon them by the 
international community.  
 

Mainstreaming Gender 
 

There is a growing recognition of the 
need to fully integrate gender equality 
objectives in reconstruction and long-
term development programmes. The 
World Bank MDF-JRF Working Group 
(2012) recommends the development of 
a sector-wide and theme-based gender 
analysis by field workers as soon as 
possible following disaster, providing an 
opportunity to institutionalize the 
gendering of relief and development in 
operational procedure. They also 
recommend that NGOs create 
programmes specifically targeted at 
gender to complement other 
reconstruction and development projects 
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(MDF-JRF Secretariat, 2012). The real 
focus of these initiatives and 
recommendations is to mainstream 
gender objectives into the procurement 
and contracting stage of projects.  
 

Gender mainstreaming, in a 
developmental sense, offers an approach 
to gender that is pluralistic and values the 
diversity among and between men and 
women. In practice, gender 
mainstreaming accounts for the different 
gendered implications for men and 
women of policies and programmes. The 
procurement and contracting stage of 
development and reconstruction projects 
is primarily done on a local level (MDF-
JRF Secretariat, 2012), meaning that the 
affected communities, local and federal 
policy makers, and NGOs will be 
effectively exposed to gender 
mainstreaming as a policy. It is for this 
reason that the World Bank MDF-JRF 
Working Group refers to disaster 
reconstruction as “an entry point for 
gender mainstreaming” (2012; 83). 
Mainstreaming gender concerns 
throughout the Disaster Response and 
Reconstruction (DRR) process, and in 
the long term through the development 
projects, would consist of establishing 
systems, mechanisms, and processes that 
enable a gender equitable perspective to 
be operationalized and to be incorporated 
into policy making.  
 

There are three ways in which gender 
mainstreaming can be incorporated at the 
policy and practical level in DRR and 
later development projects. The first is 
focusing on gender by involving men and 
women equally in disaster preparations 
in the immediate, onsite response to 
disaster and in the DRR and development 
processes (MDF-JRF Secretariat, 2012). 
The second is strengthening support for 

gender issues in DRR and development 
efforts by weaving gender sensitivity 
into the working of agencies, NGOs, and 
governments (MDF-JRF Secretariat, 
2012). The third is creating 
accountability measures to ensure that 
those responsible for mainstreaming 
gender issues are following their 
mandates (MDF-JRF Secretariat, 2012). 
Mechanisms to measure accountability 
include designing protocols within 
Memorandums of Understanding with 
the host government which detail 
requirements to ensure interventions 
address gender issues, holding 
institutions accountable for their agreed 
gender-sensitive policies in the 
procurement process, and incorporating 
gender equality requirements into the 
contracting process. It is worth noting 
that while these ways of incorporating 
gender mainstreaming into policy and 
practice can be adequately monitored 
and evaluated, there is no institution or 
agency that is overseeing broad 
monitoring of gender mainstreaming nor 
is there any way to enforce requirements 
for gender mainstreaming.  
 

A major component of gender 
mainstreaming is the equal incorporation 
of both men and women in gender 
analysis. While the majority of projects 
and initiatives focus on engaging 
women, it is also necessary that men be 
actively engaged in gender equality and 
DRR and development initiatives. 
Disaster impacts men not only through 
physical and capital loss, but through a 
loss of social power associated with the 
loss of livelihood and assets. Despite 
economic uncertainty, men are required 
by social conventions to continue to be 
responsible for providing for the family. 
In many post-disaster situations, men are 
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unable to fulfill their gender roles and are 
thus robbed of their pre-existing social 
position and, more importantly, their 
social identity. The impacts of this 
collective loss often results in emotional 
trauma (Mishra, 2009). Situations of 
great strife can create cycles of toxic 
masculinity, which are beyond the scope 
of this paper, that are rarely addressed in 
gender analysis and needs assessments.  
 

In her article on incorporating men in 
gender mainstreaming, DRR, and 
development, Mishra (2009) notes 
disasters are levelers which force men 
and women to take up tasks outside of 
their dictated gender norms which 
effectively changes gender power 
structures over time and severely stresses 
social dynamics. She also notes that no 
one person or group can attempt to 
change power relations without the rest 
of the community retaliating. This can be 
taken to mean that there needs to be a 
collectively agreed upon effort – which 
can result from external circumstances 
such as disaster – to reengage gender 
norms and relations of power for lasting 
changes in the social structural to take 
root. The role of men in this process 
cannot be emphasized enough. Gender 
sensitive tools and approaches must be 
used to measure the impact of disaster 
and subsequent development 
programmes on both men and women 
equally (Mishra, 2009). As it stands, 
gender tends to be translated into women 
centric programmes in practice. The 
equal participation of men and women in 
gender mainstreaming also serves an 
immediate need by ensuring a concerted 
community action to deal with the 
immediate aftermath of disaster and to 
prepare the community for future 
disaster by addressing the respective 

vulnerabilities of men and women 
(Mishra, 2009).  
 

Participatory Development and 
Gender 
 

In all this talk of gender mainstreaming 
and gender-sensitive assessments and 
vulnerabilities, participatory 
development is a staple approach for 
addressing gender. Participatory 
development is an approach that focuses 
primarily on the incorporation of the 
local community and their local 
knowledge in the development process. 
The participatory approach in 
development facilitates a deeper 
theoretical understanding of the role of 
gender in participation, power, 
empowerment, and community 
dynamics through examining such 
conceptions from a different perspective. 
It also places more emphasis on female 
participation, utilizing participatory 
techniques to bring out views that are 
societally marginalized and empowers 
those who speak (Ozerdem, 2010). 
 

In the post-disaster context, the 
participatory method encounters some 
challenges that can prevent its 
effectiveness (Ozerdem, 2010). First, the 
participatory method is used primarily as 
a vessel for needs assessments rather 
than a mechanism for distributing aid. In 
post-disaster situations, participants are 
more likely to expect compensation for 
participation, which constricts the 
approaches’ potential pool of 
participants. Second, there are complex 
insider-outsider power structures at play 
based on the discrepancies of resources 
and capacities between the affected 
community and the outsiders (Ozerdem, 
2010). This power structure is 
exacerbated by post-disaster resource 
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scarcity and may damage the field 
worker’s ability to engage participants.   
 

Case Study: Sri Lanka post-tsunami 
reconstruction 
 

Following the 2004 Indian Ocean 
tsunami, the vulnerabilities of women 
were exacerbated by social dislocation 
and the loss of traditional community 
support systems. In this case, men were 
more likely to express trauma through 
destructive or socially dysfunctional 
behaviours, including alcoholism, 
aggression, and domestic violence 
(Fisher, 2009). In regards to domestic 
violence, the organizational response to 
heightened levels of violence post-
tsunami was dependent on how sensitive 
the community was to the incidents of 
domestic violence pre-tsunami; this trend 
was also demonstrated in the United 
States following Hurricane Mitch 
(Fisher, 2009). There were particularly 
high levels of violence against women in 
camps and temporary shelters for 
displaced persons and this spike 
continued beyond the initial emergency 
phase of the disaster (Fisher, 2009), 
primarily due to a lack of security 
provisions in the camps. The existence of 
pre-established domestic violence 
organizations in affected communities 
has acted as a major driver of community 
responses to post-disaster violence, as 
was the case in Sri Lanka (Fisher, 2009). 
 

Sri Lankan women’s organizations 
played a large role in the gathering and 
disseminating of information to 
displaced women. Activism by local 
women’s groups was instrumental in the 
response to violence against women in 
the aftermath of the tsunami and in 
pushing for recovery and development 
programmes that supported opportunities 

for women to organize and provide 
leadership. One of the widespread 
approaches to creating opportunities for 
women was capacity-building training 
for key agencies and service providers, 
including the police, security forces, and 
the government (Fisher, 2009). These 
programmes aim to resolve structural 
issues which will in the long run result in 
an emergence of more opportunities for 
women. Another approach was to create 
and/or restore women’s livelihoods to 
alleviate their economic marginalization, 
thereby decreasing dependence on men 
and the associated vulnerability to 
violence and exploitation (Fisher, 2009). 
One of the major flaws in these 
approaches is their lack of gender 
mainstreaming and their omission of 
men from opportunity and livelihood 
generating programmes, which arguably 
would have exacerbated social tensions 
between men who were unemployed and 
women who were gaining new power.  
 

In their study of the engendering of 
tsunami recovery in Sri Lanka, Bhatt and 
Joshi (2009) assess the role of gendered 
access to relief funds, particularly 
through United Nations agencies. 
Initially, a plethora of actors were 
delivering household relief funds or 
grants in which the patriarch was the 
recipient, making it nearly impossible for 
widows and single women to receive aid 
(Bhatt and Joshi, 2009). The United 
Nations Development Fund for Women 
(UNIFEM) worked directly with the 
local government and local actors to 
integrate these efforts towards a more 
gender-sensitive recovery plan, which 
focused on strengthening the capacities 
of women. These capacities were 
strengthened through the promotion of 
women’s livelihoods and the creation of 
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multilateral multi-sector interventions 
and partnerships that engendered 
tsunami responses in the favour of 
women. The aim of these programmes 
was primarily to create a culture of safety 
for women (Bhatt and Joshi, 2009). The 
problems that these initiatives ran into 
were, again, rooted in the lack of 
inclusion of men in “gender”. There is 
clearly a disconnect between the 
theoretical “Gender and Development” 
approach and the application of 
“engendering” in relief and development 
planning. While the authors provide a 
number of women-specific suggestions 
on how to more effectively address 
women’s issues (Bhatt and Joshi, 2009), 
there is a clear need to include men in 
gendered responses – gender 
mainstreaming becomes a better option 
than using the term gender in a limited 
sense that is exclusive of men who are 
equally a part of gendered issues and thus 
should be equally a part of engendering 
disaster response and development.  
 

Conclusions 
 

Through examining a range of studies 
and reports regarding the relationship 
between gender and participatory 
development in post-disaster 
reconstruction and development in the 
developing world, this paper has 
demonstrated the need for gender 
mainstreaming to combat the exclusion 
of men from gender issues and has 
stressed the need for thoughtful 
participatory approaches to gender 
sensitive reconstruction and 
development.  
 

While the effects of the participatory 
approach may be somewhat limited by 
post-disaster social structures and 
overwhelming need in affected 

communities, it is still the best approach 
to assessing the needs of a community. 
The need to push a gender 
mainstreaming agenda as a part of 
engendering and gender-sensitivity is 
evident across numerous projects in the 
developing world, including those in 
post-tsunami Sri Lanka. If gendered 
approaches continue to exclude and 
discount the roles of men in gender and 
social issues, structural change will 
remain unattainable and will not be 
accepted by affected communities. Just 
as the rhetoric in the Women and 
Development (WID) era states, there is a 
need to include everyone in development 
efforts as both genders play intricate and 
complicated roles within their own 
communities. Following that rhetoric, for 
the Gender and Development (GAD) 
approach to work there needs to be an 
understanding of gender as referring to 
both men and women equally and an 
equal inclusion of all members of a 
community in development and 
reconstruction efforts.   
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The Idle No More movement, a 
Canadian indigenous social movement 
protesting the omnibus budget Bill C-453  
( became known both nationally and 
internationally in 2012 for its innovative 
use of tools such as social media, hunger 
strikes, and transportation blockades to 
achieve communication with the public, 
attract attention, and garner support. A. J. 
Barker (2014), a Canadian activist, 
discusses Idle No More as a renewed 
indigenous movement that challenged 
“settler colonialism” in Canada through 
possession of areas previously not 
occupied by indigenous peoples in 
addition to gaining leverage from general 
political opposition to the Stephen 
Harper government. Terry Wotherspoon, 
Professor and Head of the Sociology 

                                                                                                      
3 This bill impacts indigenous lands and waters due to easier 
leasing of indigenous reserve lands as well as faster approval 

Department at the University of 
Saskatchewan, and John Hansen, 
Assistant Professor in the Sociology 
Department at the University of 
Saskatchewan, reveal Canada’s 
institutional structures that created a 
continued colonization  of the indigenous 
population, highlighting the indigenous 
environmental values present in the 
movement and evaluating the 
movement’s potential to foster change in 
indigenous relations with the 
government of Canada (2013). Marc 
Woons (2013), a PhD Fellow and Junior 
Researcher at the University of Leuven, 
takes a more global view of the 
movement and examines the risks of 
linking environmental movements with 
indigenous movements, as well as argues 

and less environmental responsibility of power and pipeline 
projects on waterways 
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for increasing international pressure on 
countries which do not prioritize 
indigenous rights. 
 

However, academics often overlook Idle 
No More’s current situation, as the 
absence of recent media reports on 
actions from the movement create the 
general impression of a loss of strong 
momentum. This raises an interesting 
question, not previously discussed by 
academics, as to the causes for the 
movement’s lost momentum. 
Furthermore, academics place little focus 
on how the movement’s methods for 
change might have negatively affected 
the movement. This paper analyzes how 
the strategies for action used in the Idle 
No More movement, such as social and 
mainstream media,4 decentralized 
leadership, transport blockades, in 
addition to public response, contributed 
to the movement’s current loss of 
momentum and reduced visibility in 
mainstream media. 
 

The Movement’s Beginnings 
 

What originally began as a grassroots 
movement in Saskatchewan in October 
2012, led by four Canadian indigenous 
and non-indigenous women (Jessica 
Gordon, Sheelah McLean, Sylvia 
McAdam, and Nina Wilson) in 
opposition to the proposed Bill C-45, 
quickly gained momentum and spread 
both nationally and internationally under 
the heading of “Idle No More” (Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation [CBC], 2013). 

                                                                                                      
4 Mainstream media refers to: “A broad term covering any 
form of media produced or distributed commercially, as part 

Wotherspoon and Hansen (2013, p. 23) 
explain that the movement responded to 
an omnibus budget bill titled Bill C-45, 
which was scheduled to change federal 
acts and regulations, specifically the 
Indian Act, the Navigation Protection 
Act and the Environmental Assessment 
Act. 
 

Bill C-45 suggested multiple changes to 
legislation, which Idle No More 
perceived as negatively impacting 
sovereignty and existing environmental 
protections for indigenous peoples (Idle 
No More, n.d.). Furthermore, indigenous 
peoples did not feel they had been 
provided with the opportunity for 
consultation with the government. The 
implications of Bill C-45 would allow for 
easier leasing of indigenous reserve 
lands. For example, changes to the 
Navigation Protection Act would permit 
pipeline or power line companies to 
continue an existing project on a 
waterway without needing to provide 
proof of environmental responsibility, 
except for those waterways listed by the 
transportation minister. Moreover, 
changes to the Environmental 
Assessment Act further cut back on the 
number of projects needing assessment, 
allowing for faster approval for those 
projects. Idle No More felt these changes 
would be detrimental to indigenous lands 
and resources, and thus took action 
against the bill (CBC News, 2013). 
 

On November 10th, 2012, Gordon, 
McLean, McAdam, and Wilson, 
established a website and Facebook page 
as well as held a conference in 
Saskatoon, titled “Idle No More,” to 
oppose these changes (CBC News, 

of a profit-seeking industrial enterprise, or as a publicly and/or 
state-funded operation” (Harcup, 2014). 
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2013). These women organized teach-ins 
and rallies to educate the public on the 
impact of the bill, and the movement 
quickly spread to other provinces 
(Inman, Smis & Cambou, 2103). One 
month later, Idle No More organized a 
National Day of Action in various 
Canadian cities to highlight the 
movement, and Theresa Spence, Chief of 
Attawapiskat First Nations,5 started a 43-
day liquid-diet hunger strike with the aim 
of meeting with the Prime Minister and 
Governor General of Canada to address 
the government’s treaty obligations 
(CBC News, 2013; CBC News, 2012). In 
the months following, even though Bill 
C-45 did become law, Idle No More 
organized public flash mobs and round 
dances, arranged for a National Day of 
Protest across Canada, implemented 
train blockades and marches on 
Parliament Hill, and effected action 
beyond Canada’s borders (CBC News, 
2013). 
 

Media and the Movement 
 

The Idle No More Movement, similar to 
the Arab Spring movement, used social 
media in an innovative way to gain 
momentum, to connect people across 
different areas and backgrounds, and to 
organize events. Unique to the Idle No 
More Movement, however, was the 
movement’s ability to allow for a 
reclaiming of indigenous space in social 
media. Wotherspoon and Hansen (2013, 
p. 23) argue that the use of social media 
contributed to the movement’s rapid 
spread and its attractiveness to its 
supporters. Idle No More used social 
media as an alternative method for 
gaining support, partly in response to 

                                                                                                      
5 The same community that also declared a state of emergency 
regarding a housing crisis in 2011 (CBC News, 2013). 

lack of mainstream media attention and 
over emphasis on the negative aspects of 
the movement. 
 

Barker argues that mainstream media 
often ignores indigenous peoples’ issues 
altogether, or tends to depict indigenous 
peoples in a negative light, or as opposed 
to corporations’ and Canadians’ interests 
(as cited in: Johnson, 2011; Mickler, 
2010; Palacois, 2014; 2014, p. 50). 
Throughout the movement, Idle No More 
similarly suffered from these problems 
Barker suggests; these kinds of biases, 
stereotypes, and binary oppositions were 
apparent in media coverage of Idle No 
More. For example, Blatchford (2012) 
wrote an article for the National Post 
discussing Theresa Spence’s hunger 
strike using evocative statements such as, 
“The inevitable cycle of hideous puffery 
and horse manure that usually 
accompanies native protests swirls.” 
Words such as, “hideous,” and 
“manure,” portray indigenous protests as 
ugly and dirty, and thereby illustrate a 
negative image of indigenous activism in 
the reader’s mind. Furthermore, 
Blatchford describes Spence’s hunger 
strike as “… one of intimidation, if not 
terrorism…” further portraying Idle No 
More’s tools for action as radical and 
undesirable. Additionally, Wotherspoon 
and Hansen (2013, p. 22) argue that 
although newspaper, radio, and 
television coverage helped increase 
awareness of the movement, it ultimately 
took away from the real issues involved. 
The authors (as cited in Hawboldt, 2013) 
argue that the narrow focus in the news 
on transportation blockages and 
indigenous political leaders’ actions, 
such as Theresa Spence’s hunger strike, 
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caused the movement to lack a “clear 
public identity” for Canadians, and rather 
painted an image of “… internal 
bickering, indecisiveness and 
hypocrisy.” (p. 27) For Canadians, who 
relied on news coverage for information 
on the movement’s development, the 
media’s portrayal of the movement 
potentially contributed to a negative 
image and possibly reduced its overall 
public support. 
When mainstream media fails to present 
an unbiased analysis of news for the 
public, social media can play a role in 
attempting to ameliorate it. In response 
to the media’s negative portrayal of the 
movement, Idle No More created 
increased favourable visibility of 
indigenous peoples by creating an 
indigenous Canadian space in social 
media and constructing and portraying 
their own identities. According to The 
Winter We Danced (Kino-nda-niimi 
Collective, 2014), a collection of stories, 
poetry, images and art created 
throughout the movement, “This was the 
first time we had the capacity and 
technological tools to represent ourselves 
… and broadcast those voices throughout 
Canada.” (p. 25). Mainstream media, in 
order to attract public attention, often 
oversimplifies and controls messages for 
the public by displaying current issues as 
simple binary messages. As discussed 
above, Blatchford’s  (2012) headline 
used key words and statements to attract 
attention and to evoke a negative 
response towards Idle No More. Thus, 
Idle No More attempted to transcend 
mainstream media’s bias through its use 
of social media. 
 

In addition, mainstream media guided 
the public’s focus throughout the 
movement. Barker (2014, p. 49) argues 

that after the vague outcome of the 
meeting between Prime Minister Harper 
and the Assembly of First Nations on 
January 11th, 2013, and after the passing 
of Bill C-45, the movement began to lose 
momentum. The public became 
distracted from Idle No More as media 
attention shifted focus to political federal 
government scandals, rather than 
indigenous issues. In this way, 
mainstream media managed public 
awareness on specific events throughout 
the movement, indirectly affecting news 
visibility, and, consequently, attention 
and support from the public. 
 

Mainstream media’s lack of focus on Idle 
No More could be contributing to the 
public’s current impression of the 
movement’s disappearance. Thus, it is 
important to note that the Idle No More 
website remains active today, with 
various news reports of indigenous 
peoples protesting in small-scale local 
ways. For example, on March 3rd, 2015, 
Idle No More (2015) published an article 
explaining that in Albuquerque, a group 
named “Red Nation,” protested the 
existence of Columbus Day, arguing that 
Columbus Day represents violence and 
genocide against indigenous peoples. 
The group suggested replacing 
Columbus Day with a day to honour 
indigenous peoples and struggles 
instead. Indigenous acts of sovereignty 
continue to take place, yet are sidelined 
by mainstream media, reducing  Idle No 
More’s present visibility. 
 

Decentralized Leadership, but Clear 
Goals 
 

Idle No More did not rely on central 
leadership to carry out its aims, but rather 
formed a set of clear goals to guide the 
movement. Hudson (2014, p. 149) draws 
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the comparison of the Idle No More 
Movement to the Occupy movement6, 
explaining that both movements came 
about without central leadership, but in 
contrast to the latter, the Idle No More 
movement developed a specific set of 
objectives. Therefore, even though Idle 
No More lacked a central leader, 
supporters nevertheless oriented 
themselves according to a set of 
structured goals. 
 

However, the absence of central 
leadership in the Idle No More 
movement created conflict within the 
movement. As Idle No More gained 
momentum, more and more chiefs began 
to take independent action. Curtis 
(2013), a reporter from the National Post, 
explained that when local chiefs took to 
actions like hunger strikes, Idle No More 
issued a statement setting it apart from 
the chief's’ actions. Some of the 
individuals taking independent actions 
and those pursuing interests not under the 
umbrella of the Idle No More movement 
indirectly challenged the collective goals 
of the movement, and thus created 
tension between activists and the values 
of Idle No More. For example, Sylvia 
McAdam, one of the original founders of 
Idle No More, did not approve of the 
blockades organized independently by 
First Nations communities, arguing that 
these actions, “portray a message of 
aggressiveness”, and thus did not 
correctly represent the movement (CBC 
News, 2013). McAdam, thereby, shows 
that Idle No More had differing views on 
protest strategies from First Nations 
communities, resulting in tensions 

                                                                                                      
6 A global grassroots movement in 2011 which aimed to 
highlight the economic inequality present in many western 
societies (Gollum, 2013) 

between these individuals and Idle No 
More. 
 

In addition, Daniel Salee, a professor at 
Concordia University, quoted by Curtis 
(2013), stated that for people frustrated 
by the inability of chiefs to create direct 
change, the Idle No More movement 
represented a viable alternative to the 
status quo. Salee thus separates the 
movement’s original goals from local 
leaders’ interpretations of the movement. 
As a result, friction between individual 
leaders and Idle No More added to the 
weakening in the movement’s forward 
motion as well as increased further 
fragmentation among the movement’s 
supporters. 
 

The Effectiveness of Blockades 
 

The use of rail and road blockades in the 
Idle No More movement received much 
criticism from the government, the 
public, and Idle No More itself (in 
particular, Sylvia McAdam as discussed 
above). Pamela Palmater, one of the 
original leaders of Idle No More, quoted 
by the Canadian Press (2013), explained 
that the movement reached a point where 
people became dissatisfied with the 
outcomes of peaceful protests, and so 
began to turn to blockades to generate 
action. As general frustration grew due to 
absence of immediate results, blockades 
seemed appealing to some supporters in 
their stronger public impact. The 
blockades received attention from the 
media, public, and government as they 
disrupted train lines and roads, causing 
transportation and traffic delays. 
According to the Globe and Mail (2013), 
Jim Flaherty, Finance Minister in Canada 
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at the time, voiced concerns that this 
could add an additional challenge to 
Canadian economy, and hence, these 
actions increased pressure on the 
government to address Idle No More’s 
grievances. 
 

However, not only did Canada’s 
government and public criticize the use 
of blockades, but dissent about this 
method grew from within the movement. 
In an interview with Carlson (2013), a 
writer from the National Post, Sylvia 
McAdam, opposed the use of blockades 
and maintained that the movement 
originally endorsed and employed only 
peaceful protests, whereas chiefs began 
organizing blockades independently 
rather than through Idle No More. 
McAdam expressed concerns that such 
protests could aggravate the public, 
which conflicted with the movement’s 
philosophy of public education on treaty 
rights issues. Variation in supporters’ 
strategies for action contributed to the 
weakening of the collective strength of 
the movement, with increased 
difficulties in containing widening 
interests and decreased consistency of a 
unified approach. Barker (2014) argues 
that disagreement on use of blockades as 
well as conflicting strategies in 
leadership, led to a “chilling effect” 
within the movement, “discouraging 
innovation,” and “sapping vital energy” 
(p. 59). He suggests the blockades 
limited the recruitment of new 
leadership, thereby forcing the 
movement to rely on a smaller number of 
activists (p. 59). The blockades’ negative 
impact on the movement’s leadership 
and appeal may well have decreased Idle 
No More’s previous momentum. Perhaps 
the variation in leadership and widely 
diverging supporters’ views on the best 

course of action became too broad for the 
movement. Lacking a central leader, Idle 
No More began to lose focus and control. 
 

Reaction to the Movement 
 

According to the National Households 
Survey from Statistics Canada (2011), in 
the year 2011, indigenous peoples made 
up 4.3% of the total population in 
Canada. As indigenous peoples 
represented a minority, securing support 
from the wider population would have 
been an essential factor in the Idle No 
More’s overall success. 
 

A poll taken by Nanos Research on 
January 18th and 19th, 2013, surveyed 
1000 Canadians 18 years or older, asking 
Canadians to respond to a series of 
choices and to judge which choices 
would further indigenous peoples’ 
interests in Canada (Payton, 2013). Of all 
surveyed, 64.2% were familiar with the 
movement, indicating that the Idle No 
More movement gained the attention of 
the majority of Canadians. However, 
Nanos Research reported mixed results 
for general support of indigenous issues, 
with 56.4% responding that a serious 
change in federal policies must take 
place for indigenous Canadians’ rights. 
This points to the importance of 
indigenous issues to Canadians, and 
helps explain the movement’s support, 
but also reveals difficulties in gaining 
support due to the division in opinions on 
indigenous issues in Canada. Idle No 
More needed to appeal to indigenous 
peoples in addition to the wider Canadian 
population—for whom  indigenous 
issues remained contentious. 
Wotherspoon and Hansen (2013) explain 
that some opponents of the movement 
regarded Idle No More as, “indigenous 
radicalism,” (p.32) conflicting with non-
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indigenous Canadians and bringing out 
divisions within the population and the 
movement itself. 
 

In terms of Idle No More’s methods for 
action, in the same poll, when asked 
whether blockades would help 
indigenous peoples, 62.3% of 
respondents said it would not help, 
14.8% responded that it would benefit 
them, and 22.9% were unsure (Payton, 
2013). The poll shows that a majority of 
Canadians did not view the method of 
rail and road blockades as an effective 
tool for change, suggesting this as 
additional reason for the lack of support 
for Idle No More. In addition, of the total 
number of Canadians aware of the 
movement, 40.6% specified a positive or 
somewhat positive impression of Idle No 
More, 45.5% indicated a negative or 
somewhat negative impression, with 
13.9% of the above group reporting 
uncertainty (CBC News, 2013). The 
above poll demonstrates that the 
movement gained almost as much 
positive as negative views by the public. 
Overall, the lack of public awareness of 
Idle No More, negative public 
perceptions on the movement’s strategies 
for change, as well as divided public 
support for Idle No More and general 
indigenous rights, all contributed to the 
challenges Idle No More experienced in 
gaining support from Canadians at large. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The Idle No More movement was 
distinct in its approach to publicity to 
gather public support. Other strategies 
employed by the movement, including 
clear and defined goals for supporters to 
follow, transportation blockades to effect 
government pressure, and an appeal to 
the broader Canadian population, 

initially successfully secured widespread 
public attention and support. However, 
the same strategies, which provided 
visibility and momentum, eventually 
contributed to the movement’s 
disappearance from public discussion. 
Throughout the movement, mainstream 
media distracted the public from 
considering Idle No More’s objectives, 
and the movement’s absence of central 
leadership resulted in divisions between 
the movement’s values and supporter 
strategies for action. This contributed to 
a fragmentation and reduction of Idle No 
More’s collective strength. The 
controversial response to the use of 
transportation blockades not only 
reduced public support, but also created 
conflict in Idle No More’s values. When 
examining Canadians’ reaction to the 
movement and its use of action 
strategies, a clear division on Idle No 
More and indigenous issues in general 
contributed to an overall shortage of and 
decline in support. 
 

However, Idle No More has not 
completely disappeared. Its strength and 
importance may well resurface in time to 
come, as it stands for an ongoing fight 
against environmental destruction and 
anti-colonialism for indigenous peoples 
(Wotherspoon and Hansen, 2013, p. 33). 
In order to secure Idle No More’s future 
success, the movement needs to continue 
to take action to combat media bias, 
improve leadership strategies strengthen 
internal cohesion, rethink its actions’ 
impact on public perception, as well as 
educate Canadians on how indigenous 
issues affect all Canadians. Even with 
Idle No More’s disappearance, the 
movement still has the ability to once 
again, idle no more.     
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A Familiar Voice 
 
 

By Jessica Xavier 
 

A noise that is always there. 

One who's static is so familiar it becomes my version of silence. Of ordinary. 

It's volume, controlled by the cavity of my stomach. 

It is a cruel voice born from the seeds of hatred and abuse. 

It is a voice that, for most, dissipates when the flutter of their eyelids whisk 

nightmares into nothing. 

For me, the voice never dies, it only softens and loudens, shrieks and whispers. 

As my chest rises steady with love, and my hands burn warm, I am surrounded 

by light, I am enveloped in teasing laughter from friends, I am fed, in every 

sense. 

But it is in this warm place that the voice prefers to be heard. 

It is on a smiling stomach that the volume climbs until I am watching friends 

move their mouths, pageant their dimples, unable to hear them. 

Sometimes I am able to hear over the screech, on good days I hold the remote 

and turn the volume down. Never muted, but blissfully silenced. 

But every once in a while the voice rages, growing angrier and scarier, while I 

search for the remote, for a pillow to hold over my head, for a way to hear the 

music of all that I love over that baneful voice. 

In those instances, I am the voice's peon, an unwilling servant. 

An unwilling servant who knows all too well what her master expects. 

In those instances, I bow my head down and drag my feet away from the 

warmth, away from the laughter. 

Dazed, I find my way to a corner and curl up, I become the battered and 

servient animal he has always wanted me to become. 
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In those instances I wait for sleep, for time to hold me in its endlessness. 

In those instances I let myself go empty, go hungry. As I lay frail, and lifeless, 

the voice is eventually starved out, it becomes restless and looks for different 

warm minds to enslave. 

As my thoughts come back and the white noise trails behind like the end of a 

song I never asked to hear, 

I make my way on to my knees, and scurry to the light, battered animal. 

I always find my way back to a warm place, but always with relief in one palm, 

and dread in the other. 

Dread for the steady climb of the volume, dread for the shame I know will be 

back as I bow my head and go back to the prison I was just freed from. 

Dread for the uncertainty. 

Discouraged for having to fight a noise most will never hear. 

Envious of those who never have to struggle to hear their friends grin, never 

have to take themselves to cold rooms to wait out the shrill that rings in my 

ears. 
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One of the eight mandated United 
Nations Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGs) is to promote gender equality 
and empower women in developing 
areas of the world (UN News Center 
2015). While some progress on this goal 
has been made, gender inequality 
continues to be a prominent issue 
experienced particularly in African and 
South Asian nations, with very little 
institutional effort being made on the part 
of governments in these regions to 
address this issue. The “critical mass” 
theory of female representation in 
politics proposes that increased numbers 
of women present in legislatures provide 
women significant representation in 
politics, as well as the increased ability to 
put forward legislative initiatives 
responding to women’s issues (Beckwith 
2007, 553). However it is unclear 
empirically whether the theory of a 
“critical mass” of women in legislatures 
can actually account for policy change 
surrounding women’s interests and 
improving their rights (Beckwith 2007, 
553). For example, although nations like 
Uganda and India have been praised for 
their high numbers of female politicians 
and parliamentarians, girls in Uganda 
continue to experience significantly 
lower school enrollment rates relative to 
boys, and the practice of “honor killing” 
remains pervasive in South Asian society 
(Al Jazeera English 2013). Therefore, 
this research paper aims to investigate 
the ironic presence of extreme gender 

inequality in countries located in Africa 
and South Asia despite the notable 
presence of female politicians and policy 
makers in these countries. In this paper I 
will argue that despite the theory of a 
“critical mass” as the central prerequisite 
for increased gender empowerment, 
female politicians in African and South 
Asian countries experience structural 
barriers such as: political parties acting 
as gatekeepers, negative media 
portrayals and societal perceptions of 
female politicians, and barriers in the 
institutional frameworks of their 
respective societies as well as 
government institutions, which inhibit 
the ability of female politicians to 
significantly advance gender equality 
legislation in their nations. Therefore, a 
consideration of women’s substantive 
representation, as opposed to solely 
descriptive representation in parliament, 
is needed to analyze the ability of female 
politicians to affect policy change in 
regards to women’s rights (Beckwith 
2007, 553).  
  

Role of Context in Regional 
Comparisons of Female 
Representation in Politics  
  

Context is an important factor to consider 
when analyzing structural barriers to 
female substantive representation in 
politics because the influence of 
structural barriers on a female politician 
strongly depends on the political, social, 
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and cultural setting in which the 
politician is based. Consequently, this 
paper aims to look at the differing 
experiences of female politicians in two 
separate regions— Africa and South 
Asia, with particular attention to the 
context because women are not to be 
considered a simple, monolithic 
category. Intersectionality among female 
politicians can serve to account for the 
differing levels of substantive 
representation that female politicians 
receive within and across regions 
(Beckwith 2007, 554).   
 

African Context  
 

In the post-colonial African context, 
most countries granted full political 
rights to women right after independence 
(Tamale 2000, 10). Most of these African 
states granted women full suffrage and 
the opportunity to stand for any political 
office (Tamale 2000, 10). Anthropologist 
Susan Geiger suggests that it was in the 
best interest of African leaders to present 
themselves as “enlightened proponents 
of Western democracy and equality” to 
the rest of the developed world. This is 
essentially the reason why it appeared to 
be quite simple for African women to 
participate in politics (Geiger 1990, 227). 
However, because African countries 
must compete within a globalized 
hierarchical structure of economic 
competition with developed nations, the 
priorities of African governments tend to 
be more focused on international 
political and economic concerns rather 
than on women’s issues (Tamale 2000, 
11). Hence the present prospect of 
African political systems fully 
integrating women and their interests is 
rather unlikely because African 
governments are a part of a globalized 
political system where women’s issues 

are viewed as inconsequential (Tamale 
2000, 11). 
  

South Asian Context  
 

In South Asia, according to the cultural 
dimension in politics by Hofstede, it is 
presumed that countries within the 
region like India, Pakistan, and 
Bangladesh are “masculine societies” in 
which social gender roles are clear and 
distinct (Kabir 2013, 437). These cultural 
patterns assign specifically gendered 
roles that provide a very limited scope of 
employment opportunities for women 
within these societies (Kabir 2013, 437). 
Therefore female politicians from South 
Asian countries are disadvantaged in the 
sense that they feel discouraged from 
actively participating in politics due to 
their defiance of the societal norm, and 
the fear of repercussions that may ensue 
from their participation in the male 
dominated sphere of politics. This 
dominant societal view evidently 
socializes women to “avoid success, to 
be unambitious, and to be passive even if 
they have gained admittance to the 
administrative service sector” (Kabir 
2013, 437). Therefore, although female 
parliamentarians in both African and 
South Asian countries have political 
systems historically rooted in patriarchy, 
it appears that in South Asian countries, 
strong cultural values and mores have 
resulted in the internalization of sexist 
beliefs among female politicians 
themselves, while in African countries, 
although discriminatory gender norms 
persist, they are less rigid and perpetual 
in societal culture.   
 
Context: Electoral System  
 

In addition to the political, cultural and 
social context in which a woman in 
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politics is situated, studies have 
demonstrated that the way a woman is 
placed in office— either through election 
or appointment through quota— has an 
effect on the woman’s performance 
within government (Thomas 2010, 557). 
Countries in eastern Africa have 
progressed substantially in terms of 
increasing the number of female 
politicians in legislatures through the use 
of mandatory gender quotas (Clayton 
2014, 379). However, research on the 
Ugandan Parliamentary Hansard 
displays that female quota recipients 
were often members of social and elite 
classes easily drawn to patronage 
politics, and therefore did not represent 
the majority of women in the country 
(Wang 2014, 380).  It appeared that these 
quota-appointed women acted in ways 
that would maximize their chances of re-
selection and hence compromised their 
authority by behaving passively during 
plenary debates (Wang 2014, 380). 
Evidence from Uganda demonstrates that 
quota recipients are more likely to be 
elected solely for the purpose of 
reinforcing patronage politics and 
promoting women who are “overly 
loyal” to the party with majority rule 
(Wang 2014, 380).  This behaviour 
negatively affects the ability of quota 
recipients to advocate for, and advance 
gender related legislation when it comes 
into conflict with party interests (Wang 
2014, 380). As a female National 
Resistance Movement MP explained: “if 
you are against the party position, then 
you are seen as an undisciplined 
member…you discuss with caution 
which doesn’t give you free expression 
of views…”   
 

A very similar case is present in South 
Asian governments in regards to the 

limited ability of appointed quota 
recipients to put forward legislation on 
women’s rights and interests. According 
to Pakistani Human Rights Activist, 
Farzana Bari, the reservation of seats for 
women in legislatures is a “recognition 
that women cannot participate and 
represent on an equal footing with men 
due to the patriarchal nature of the 
socioeconomic and political structure of 
Pakistani society” (Bari 2011, 318). In 
Bangladesh, a study of interviewed 
female parliamentarians revealed that 
some women actually preferred reserved 
quota seats for reasons of political 
convenience as they had come to realize 
and accept that reserved seats involved 
smaller investments due to the lack of 
responsibility and authority traditionally 
accorded to female quota recipients 
(Chowdhury 2008, 11). The significance 
of the electoral system and the way in 
which women are elected to politics is 
that women appear to have non-
conventional ways to enter politics, 
compared to the single traditional way 
accorded to men. This can be seen as 
further evidence of the inequality found 
in political systems which acts as a 
barrier to female politicians irrespective 
of region. 
    
The Structural Barriers  
 

Upon reviewing the literature on African 
and South Asian female 
parliamentarians, three common and 
salient structural barriers have been 
identified to limit female substantive 
representation in the politics of these 
regions: the political party of which the 
female parliamentarian is a member , the 
role the political party plays in either 
encouraging or prohibiting gender 
empowerment, portrayals and 
perceptions of female politicians in the 
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media and society at large, and lastly the 
institutional frameworks under which the 
female works— which include her 
family, connections to civil society 
groups, and her access to resources of 
parliament.  
  

Barrier #1: The Party as a Gatekeeper  
 

Political parties serve as important 
gatekeepers that can work to facilitate or 
impede women’s access to political 
power by determining the experiences 
and personal qualities that matter for 
membership in their party (John 2000, 
66). Studies have demonstrated that 
parties with clear and open rules 
determining candidate selection, as well 
as a centralized selection procedure, tend 
to provide an advantage for women to be 
selected and further respected once 
elected to office (Thomas 2010, 111). 
Political parties which actively seek to 
empower its members and who are open 
to discuss women’s issues tend to 
strengthen women’s civil society 
presence and their engagement with 
politics (Goetz, 1998 224). For example, 
in Uganda in 1998, President Yoweri 
Museveni personally supported women’s 
rights and expressed appreciation for the 
role women played in his National 
Resistance Army (Goetz, 1998 224). 
Museveni’s awareness of women’s key 
roles in agriculture and family welfare 
allowed him and his party to support 
women’s organizations after 
consolidating the National Resistance 
Movement’s political dominance in 
Uganda (Goetz, 1998 224). In the case of 
Uganda, the support for gender equity 
issues from a top leader was a pivotal 
variable in the success of feminist 
politics in the country during that time 
period (Goetz 1998, 224).   
 

Contrary to the previous example, in 
South Asian countries, an ongoing 
struggle that female politicians face is the 
male dominated structure of the political 
parties they are members of. For 
example, in Pakistan, the lack of inner-
party democracy in political parties 
creates a sense of insecurity among party 
members (Bari 2011, 374). Therefore, 
female politicians within these parties 
tend to work more on pleasing party 
leaders than taking a stand on women’s 
issues, making it difficult to express 
women’s issues in parliament let alone 
legislate for  them (Bari 2011, 374). In a 
study done in a Pakistani parliament, the 
majority of respondents mentioned the 
patriarchal mindset within their political 
parties as a key challenge in effectively 
performing their role as public 
representatives (Bari 2011, 378).  
 

Sexual harassment appears to be yet 
another issue that female politicians in 
both African and South Asian countries 
face which inhibits their ability to 
legislate, as being subjected to sexual 
harassment by one’s supposed 
professional co-equal can reinforce 
sentiments of inferiority and 
subordination among female politicians. 
Research on the Ugandan parliament 
revealed that sexual harassment was an 
issue that most female legislators had to 
deal with on a daily basis (Tamale 2000, 
13). Many female politicians interviewed 
in the study had expressed a form of 
acceptance to the sexual harassment they 
faced, often disregarding it and 
considering it commonplace. According 
to the researcher, even in cases where a 
male colleague went as far as making 
physical contact of a sexual nature, the 
women legislators either blamed 
themselves for it, or simply ignored it 
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(Tamale 2000, 13). Interviewee Akiiki 
explains: “They [her male party 
members] do all kinds of funny things 
(laughter)… This guy, you know he calls 
me into his office one day… so he gets 
up to open the door for me and 
(illustrates by grabbing her left breast 
with both hands).” When the interviewer 
asked what she did in response, Akiiki 
responded: “I just brushed his off his arm 
and walked out (laughs) (Tamale 2000, 
13).”   
 

Similarly, in South Asian countries, 
Pakistani female politicians interviewed 
in a research study confessed to facing 
pressure to give sexual favours to those 
in positions of power in the parties they 
are members of, in order to move 
upwards in the party hierarchy and in 
national politics (Bari 2011, 380). The 
prevalence and persistence of sexual 
harassment against female politicians 
within the political party provides a 
significant example of the hindering role 
the political party can play regarding the 
empowerment of female members, and 
of the power of the political party to act 
as a structural barrier to effective 
leadership of female politicians. Being 
sexually harassed on a daily basis and 
being asked to provide sexual favours in 
order to be promoted simply reinforces 
the belief that a woman’s work is not to 
be valued for its merit, but rather, a 
woman’s only way move up in a male 
dominated political structure is through 
sexual favours.  
  

Barrier #2: Portrayals and 
Perceptions  
 

As previously mentioned, the social and 
cultural context in which a female is 
elected as a politician can seriously 
inhibit her ability to legislate for 

women’s rights. Another factor which 
can either work to create a positive or 
negative societal perception of women, 
and thus shape the social and cultural 
view of them in the society, is the media. 
The media can work to not only 
influence how voters and male party 
members respond to female candidates, 
but it also influences how candidates 
present themselves and perform in public 
office (Thomas 2010, 111). Feminist 
scholar Sylvia Tamale argues that media 
reporters, journalists, and editors serve as 
gatekeepers to what makes news, and 
when media outlets portray female 
politicians as deviants or as intruders to 
the serious domain of politics they 
perpetuate the gendered public/private 
divide (Tamale 2000, 12). Media 
portrayals are then internalized by the 
public which work to fuel feelings of 
resentment towards women who 
participate as politicians in formal 
politics (Tamale 2000, 12).   
 

In a study of the South African 
government, South African female 
respondents assert that a woman’s work 
in government is not necessarily assessed 
by neutral and objective criteria, but that 
their gender either directly or indirectly 
is perceived as an influence on their work 
(Kabir 2013, 437). For instance, an 
interviewee expresses that: “women who 
speak up in parliament are perceived as 
‘aggressive’ while their male 
counterparts are ‘dynamic’, and female 
politicians who show sympathy or are 
caring women are considered ‘weak’ or 
‘emotional’, while men who display the 
same qualities are considered ‘new-age 
males’” (Kabir 2013, 437).   
 

An example from the South Asian nation 
of Bangladesh displays how the media 
can portray male and female politicians 
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differently and often according to 
traditional gender stereotypes. Prime 
minister of Bangladesh Sheikh Hasina, 
and opposition leader Khaleda Zia, both 
known for their mutual disdain for one 
another, often ‘publically vilify each 
other’ in front of the media (Chowdhury 
2008, 9). Although male politicians in 
Bangladesh have also been known to 
fight political battles with equal or 
greater aggressiveness than Hasina and 
Zia, political cartoons depict the two 
women as uniquely quarrelsome, simply 
reinforcing traditional societal 
stereotypes of women (Chowdhury 
2008, 9). Male politicians who 
participate in public arguments are 
generally perceived as ‘strong,’ ‘tough,’ 
and ‘aggressive,’ while females who 
engage in political competition of the 
same nature are portrayed and perceived 
in a highly negative way which is done 
with the objective to prove their unfitness 
for politics (Chowdhury 2008, 10). 
These examples display how the media 
plays an important role in shaping 
societal views on women in politics. As 
media outlets continue to portray women 
in static and stereotypical ways, as well 
as assess their capacity to successfully 
legislate solely in terms of stereotypes, 
women will likely internalize these 
negative views which will in turn, affect 
their confidence and ability to legislate 
on women’s issues.  
 

Barrier #3: The Institutional 
Framework 
  

In order to fully analyze the structural 
barriers female politicians face, it is 
imperative to recognize the important 
element of the institutional framework 
which a female parliamentarian works 
under. Firstly, the institution of the 
family is an important institution to 

analyze, as research on the parliament of 
India has shown that families can support 
female politicians in different ways— 
while some families appear to use their 
‘political capital’ to allow the woman to 
gain respect and prestige, others tend to 
provide support in the form of everyday 
housework, childcare, as well as 
emotional support (Rai 2012, 200). The 
study also demonstrated that without 
familial support, a female politician is 
likely to lose the will as well as the 
capacity to legislate due to the strains she 
experiences from family responsibility 
conflicting with career responsibility 
(Rai 2012, 200). In regard to this 
described strain, an interviewee from the 
study explained: “Family support is 
essential [to a female politician]. 
Otherwise she is tense, and she breaks 
the family. (Rai 2012, 200)”  Particularly 
in India, categories of the class and caste 
of one’s family, as well as the presence 
of political elites within one’s family, 
serve as important factors in party 
politics (Rai 2012, 202). Women who do 
not receive protection and support from 
their families are vulnerable to 
reputational damage, and find it more 
difficult to move up within the political 
hierarchy as well as retain a sense of 
respect and presence in parliament (Rai 
2012, 202).   
 

Similarly, in the South African 
government, familial responsibilities 
work to differentiate the female 
politicians who would last in 
government, from those who would step 
down from their position or would refuse 
to contest in another election. As 
childrearing and housekeeping are 
understood to be important 
responsibilities women hold regardless 
of their career status in South African 
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society, wealth appeared to be the factor 
which determined whether female 
politicians remained in government. 
Politicians from the elite classes were 
most likely to adapt to life as a legislator 
according to research in the South 
African parliament (Britton 2001, 167). 
One of the main reasons for this is that 
the white elite class of women had 
enough resources to hire outside help in 
order to maintain their household 
(Britton 2001, 191). As one opposition 
party member from this elite class 
explained, “To say parliament isn’t 
women friendly is rubbish… If you 
cannot find your own help at home for 
your children then you shouldn’t run…” 
(Britton 2001, 191). The mindset that a 
female politician must never neglect her 
responsibilities at home appears to be 
common in both African and South 
Asian societies, and can indeed lead to 
diminished presence of female 
politicians from middle and lower 
classes who more accurately represent 
and relate to the majority of the female 
constituency in their countries.  
 

Furthermore, institutional mechanisms 
in the form of resources provided from a 
country’s parliament itself, appear to be 
lacking in both African and South Asian 
countries. For example, community 
workers turned politicians within South 
African government have expressed in 
interviews, feelings of detachment and 
isolation from institutional political life 
(Britton 2001, 185). This is because the 
community workers were not necessarily 
skilled or experienced policy makers 
prior to entering the legislature and 
therefore have difficulty communicating 
their unique skills and knowledge within 
the complex institution of government 
(Britton 2001, 185).  
  

A very similar problem is faced by 
female parliamentarians in Pakistan 
where research has found that 68% of 
women in legislators reported they did 
not receive any technical support or 
advice from parliamentary staff in 
drafting their proposed bills (Bari 2011, 
371). There were no mechanisms in 
place within the political parties or 
within the framework of government 
itself to help the female parliamentarians 
draft their bills (Bari 2011, 371). These 
examples of institutional barriers display 
that without institutional and technical 
know-how on drafting bills and effective 
participation within the institution of 
government, female politicians face a 
significant barrier in terms of creating 
and implementing legislation regarding 
women’s issues, regardless of region.  
  

Role of a Women’s Movement 
  

Lastly, a very important prerequisite for 
positive substantive representation of 
women in politics is the strong presence 
of a women’s movement in the country, 
working in conjunction with female 
representatives in parliament. In Uganda, 
the majority of women’s organizations 
remain isolated from regional and even 
local politics (Clayton 2014, 382). 
Women are often left out of male-
dominated councils and other key 
community bodies and often times these 
women’s groups seek to distance 
themselves from public authorities 
because of past experiences with 
corruption and fear of future co-option 
(Clayton 2014, 382).  
  

In South Asian countries there appears to 
be little coordination among female 
politicians and women’s groups present 
in the region. According to research done 
in Pakistan, it became clear that in the 
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absence of a strongly organized women’s 
movement which can articulate women’s 
interests outside of parliament, it will 
continue to be difficult for female  
legislators to advocate women’s interests 
effectively within their political parties 
and within government (Kabir 2013, 
441). The collaboration of a women’s 
movement with female politicians is 
important because social movements are 
where political networks and lobbying 
skills are developed (Rai 2012, 202). 
Without coordination and collaboration 
with women’s groups, forwarding 
gender equality legislation will continue 
to be a formidable task for female 
politicians.  
  

Conclusion   
 

In a conversation with the first African 
female Nobel Peace Prize winner, 
Wangari Maathai, an interviewer asked 
the Kenyan politician: “What’s been the 
impact of your gender on your work?” 
Maathai clearly responded, “If a man had 
been endowed as I have been, he would 
have probably been able to accomplish 
much more because the opportunities 
would not be so controlled” (Hernandez 
2010, 262). In sum, this research paper 
has aimed to demonstrate some of the 
structural barriers that female politicians 
in African and South Asian countries 
face. Findings suggest that structural 
barriers such as: the political party a 
woman is a member of, portrayals and 
perceptions of female politicians in the 
media, and the institutional frameworks 
a woman works under, can all work to 
inhibit her substantive representation in 
parliament and her ability to legislate on 
women’s issues in her nation. This paper 
has attempted to analyze the differing 
experiences of female politicians in 
African and South Asian countries with 

an attention to the fact that female 
politicians are not simply a monolithic 
category, and that the political, cultural 
and social context does matter in terms of 
substantive representation. However, 
what is especially important to note is 
that even with context taken into 
account, there appear to be similar 
structural barriers women 
parliamentarians in African and South 
Asian countries face which affect their 
ability to legislate regardless of their 
geographic area. Therefore a further 
analysis of the structural barriers female 
politicians face can provide further 
insight on a way to increase women’s 
substantive representation in government 
and policymaking.   
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